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Its comfortable and the build quality is good I keep the bike outside in any weather and still looks good if I wash her once in a
while.

It came with extras, honda fitted topbox, rear hugger,radiator grill, gear indicator and hid lights conversion.

honda

honda, honda city, honda civic, honda cr v, honda accord, honda motorcycle, honda cars, honda bikes, honda hrv, honda canada

Detuned Blade engine, fabulously easy handling and throttle response and great ergonomics make the Honda CBF1000
hooningly enjoyable, yet novice friendly and a great value all-rounder.. Being a Honda, The Honda CBF1000s residuals should
be better than most, too Theres comprehensive instrumentation, an adjustable seat and levers, decent half fairing and ABS and
luggage kit are available as optional extras if you want to turn your Honda CBF1000 into a real tourer.. Great superbike derived
engine, fine chassis, excellent rider comforts and superb practicality and versatility, all for unbder 6K makes for an almost
unbeatable deal.. Sports bike riders will be impressed with the Honda CBF1000s ride The Honda CBF1000 is idiot-proof,
flexible, glitch-free, delivers exactly where you want it yet is still 140mph potent if you want it to be.. Avon storm tyres are best
on this bike but only get two seasons from them We plan to calibrate my 60th birthday together on the Isle of Man, if travel
restrictions are ever lifted.

honda city

Windscreen and seat both have some limited adjustments and the lowest seat setting and highest screen setting work fine for
me.. Nor are there any reliability issues so far with the Honda CBF1000 and, with the engine being a detuned version of the
Blades, are there likely to be.. If you want to know how good they are pop in and see for yourself What can I say this is a
brilliant bike always had 500600 bikes and decided to go for my first litre bike.. Ride and comfort on the Honda CBF1000 is
sublime, and despite seemingly budget grade suspension and brakes, handling is precise and with a quality feel too.. Till then its
59 and holding, dreaming of the open road and better days Good tyres are a must (but that goes without saying no matter what is
bolted between them.

honda motorcycle

Handles well for what it is, but in corners you can get to limit very easily Not the best looking bike ether but for the money great
tool and still fun to go out for ride.. Dont know where mcn get there fuel figures from they 40mpg and a range of 145 miles..
Hondas are often smooth and sweet but the silky Honda CBF1000 takes it to another level.. Can suffer from a slight hesitation
around 2500 RPM when cold but sooner smooth once warmed up. e10c415e6f 
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